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If your agency is looking to carefully and intelligently shift sets services to the
cloud, we provide a cloud comparison evaluation and report. TechSur Solutions
delivers this service as a package that your agency can purchase today
under an 8(a) STARS III direct award. Using this BEST IN CLASS vehicle,
your agency can award contracts of up to $4.5 million on a non-competitive
basis. This means a cloud evaluation & report is within reach – this fiscal year,
with end-of-year money, all while meeting small business contracting goals.

What Does a Cloud Comparison Evaluation & Report Involve?
Governments at various levels have
been increasingly trying to move to
the cloud for years. But, there are
challenges of cloud migration that must
consistently be navigated to realize
the technological, operational, and
financial benefits it offers. TechSur
specifically ensures your agency is able
to navigate potential pitfalls of cloud
migration, including: proper strategy
configuration, avoiding scope creep,
addressing security weak points, and
placement of skills to operate the
refined infrastructure.

TechSur Solutions works with your existing
technologies and contractors to evaluate
a set of systems and provide you with a
report providing recommendations and next
steps for various cloud options. Being cloudready in today’s landscape is a necessity
for governments to keep up with the
consistently changing demands of the public
sector as well as modernize infrastructures
and preserve important information. To
ensure the migration process is seamless,
governments are advised to conduct a cloud
assessment to set up a cloud environment
that meets government needs.

Evaluation & Report Benefits
Assessing
Infrastructure
Demands

Identifying the
Right Scope,
Business Cases

Ensuring Security
Requirements
are Met

Better Adherence
to Migration
Timeline & Budget

TechSur Solutions can work with hundreds of Small Business Administration (SBA) offices across
the country and the Office of Small & Disadvantaged Business Utilization (OSDBU) small business
liaisons to make this direct award purchase simple for you. TechSur provides multiple leapfrog
service packs of highly-specialized tactical IT services available in a non-competitive avenue for
rapid delivery and execution.

